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We demonstrate theoretically that proximity-induced superconductivity in silicene offers the possibility to exert strong quantum ground state control. We show that electrically controlled 0-π
transitions occur in Josephson junctions in the presence of an exchange field due to the buckling of
the silicene lattice. We also discover that zigzag-oriented interfaces, featuring intervalley scattering,
cause a ϕ0 state with an applied electric field. Finally, we demonstrate that Majorana bound states
along the silicene edge are tunable via the edge orientation, electric, and in-plane spin exchange
fields.
PACS numbers: 74.50.+r, 74.45.+c, 73.61.Wp, 71.10.Pm

The discovery of new low-dimensional materials, where
the electron bands have topological properties, has attracted a large amount of interest in recent years. A particularly intriguing material is silicene [1], which consists
of an atomically thin, buckled layer of Si atoms arranged
in a honeycomb lattice. This material has theoretically
been shown to host both different topological phases and
has individually tunable mass gaps for each spin σ at
each valley η [2–5]. These properties make silicene ideal
for envisaging various types of device functionality related to both spintronics and valleytronics, a quest also
significantly fueled by its compatibility with existing Si
semiconductor technology. On the experimental side, silicene has already been studied on metallic substrates, including ZrB2 [6] and notably Ag(111) [7–9], as well as for
nonmetallic hosts, where a Si nanosheet grown on MoS2
bulk crystals has recently been reported [10].
A particularly exciting prospect is to consider the manifestation of superconducting correlations in silicene, with
the unique properties of silicene likely leading to an advanced interplay between spintronics and superconductivity [11]. Recent experimental progress has enabled the
study of superconductivity in atomically thin materials,
such as in graphene [12–14] and transition metal dichalcogenides [15, 16], through the proximity effect from external superconductors. Motivated by this, we set out to determine how superconductivity is manifested in silicene,
especially focusing on the external control of unusual phenomena via an electric field.
We demonstrate that proximity-induced superconductivity in silicene allows for a strong quantum ground
state control. By creating superconductor-ferromagnetsuperconductor (SFS) Josephson junctions in bulk silicene, we find that the exchange field in the F region
gives rise to electrically controlled 0-π transitions, due
to the buckling of the silicene lattice. We also discover
that zigzag-oriented SF interfaces, which host notable intrinsic intervalley scattering, result in an exotic ϕ0 state,
directly tunable by electric field. Finally, we demonstrate

that the existence of Majorana bound states (MBS) at
SF junctions on silicene edges is controlled by edge orientation and the strength of electric and in-plane exchange
fields.
First, we compute the supercurrent in bulk silicene
SFS junctions [see Fig. 1(f)] in the presence of an applied electric field, causing a sublattice staggering. We
have done so both in a continuum model and through a
numerical lattice calculation, and we proceed to present
the continuum results. We use a modified BlonderTinkham-Klapwijk formalism [17], adapted to the band
structure of a buckled honeycomb lattice. The effective low-energy Hamiltonian near the Dirac points K
(η = +1) and K ′ (η = −1), incorporating superconducting order ∆0 and magnetic exchange field hz , reads
Ĥ0 = ρ̂3 mησ + vF (ηkx ρ̂x − ky ρ̂y ) with [18]
Heff



Ĥ0 − (µ + σhz )1̂
σ∆0 1̂
=
,
−Ĥ0 + (µ − σhz )1̂
σ∆∗0 1̂

where σ is the spin index, vF the Fermi velocity, ρ̂j the
jth Pauli matrix in sublattice space, µ the chemical potential, mησ = λv − ησλSO the mass gap, with the sublattice staggering λv = lEz proportional to an applied
electric field, and λSO the intrinsic spin-orbit coupling.
†
The basis is Ψ = [A†kησ , Bkησ
, A−k,−η,−σ , B−k,−η,−σ ],
with A(B) being the destruction operators on sublattice
A(B). To make contact with an experimentally realistic
scenario, we assume doped silicene with a chemical potential exceeding the mass gap in order to accommodate
proximity-induced superconductivity in the bulk. In the
F region, we set the chemical potential to µ and incorporate an magnetic exchange field hz , induced either via
a proximate magnetic insulator or an external magnetic
field. The wave functions describing the superconducting
regions are: |ψS,lefti = Le [−ηeıβ , eıβ , −ηeıφ , eıφ ]e−ıqe x +
Lh [ηe−ıφ , e−ıφ , ηeıβ , eıβ ]eıqh x and |ψS,right i = Re [ηeıβ , eıβ ,
ηe−ıφ , e−ıφ ]eıqe x + Rh [−ηeıφ , eıφ , −ηeıβ , eıβ ]e−ıqh x . In the
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central region, we have


+
+
a(ηkx+ + ıky )eıkx x + b(−ηkx+ + ıky )e−ıkx x
+
+


aQ+ eıkx x + bQ+ e−ıkx x


|ψi = 
−
−  (1)
−
ık
x
−
−ık
x
c(−ηkx − ıky )e x + d(ηkx − ıky )e x 
−
−
cQ− eıkx x + dQ− e−ıkx x
with kx± =

q
(µ ± σhz )2 − m2ησ − ky2 and Q± = σhz ±

(µ + mησ ). Above, β = arccos(ε/∆0 ) with ε the energy, ±φ the superconducting phase on the left/right
side, while {Le,h , Re,h , a, b, c, d} are the scattering coefficients for each quasiparticle excitation. When the
superconducting regions are strongly doped, the Fermi
vector mismatch leads to transport predominantly occurring via normal incidence of the quasiparticles, and
we focus on this regime. By connecting the wave

FIG. 1. (Color online.) (a)–(d) Supercurrent and phasedependent part of the free energy vs superconducting phase
difference ϕ for various parameters, illustrating an electricfield-induced 0-π transition. We set I0 = 2e∆0 /~. In (a) and
(b), hz = 0.75 meV and LF /ξS = 0.2. In (c) and (d), hz = 5
meV and LF /ξS = 0.09, with LF the junction length. (e)
Josephson phase diagram in the hz -λv plane with L/ξS = 0.2.
(f) The proposed experimental setup with superconducting
electrodes (yellow) deposited on a silicene sheet (purple) residing on a substrate (blue). Assuming a proximity-induced
∆0 = 0.2 meV in silicene (a fraction of the supercondcuting
order parameter in the host bulk superconductor), the critical
supercurrent is of order 50 nA.

functions |ψS i and |ψi at their respective SF interfaces, we find an analytical condition for the existence of non-trivial solutions of the scattering coefficients. The energies ε that solve this equation are the
Andreev bound states, which carry the supercurrent

through the junction.q We find a set of bound states
p
C2 (ϕ)]/C3 ∈ [0, ∆0 ],
of the form ε±
ησ = ∆0 [C1 (ϕ) ±
where the coefficients C1 and C2 depend on the superconducting phase difference ϕ ≡ 2φ, while C3 does
not [19]. With the bound state spectrum in hand,
the supercurrent and P
phase-dependent part of the free
±
±
energy are IJ =− 2e
±,η,σ tanh(εησ /2kB T )(dεησ /dϕ),
~
P
±
±
F =−1/kB T ±,η,σ [ln(1+e−εησ /kB T )+ ln(1 + eεησ /kB T )].
We first demonstrate that the present system offers the
possibility to tune the superconducting quantum ground
state and induce 0-π transitions electrically by changing
the applied external field Ez . With a conventional BCS
superconductor comprising the leads, an induced gap of
|∆0 | ∼ 0.2 meV in silicene is reasonable, which is notably
less than a bulk superconducting gap of order 1 meV.
The spin-orbit coupling λSO = 3.9 meV is fixed and we
set T /Tc = 0.2. In Figs. 1(a)–1(d) we show that for two
representative exchange fields hz and junction lengths, a
0-π transition is obtained by simply turning on an external electric field Ez = 0.9λSO . Such electric control
over the superconducting quantum state is very different
from conventional metallic SFS junctions, where, e.g.,
either the temperature of a given sample needs to be
changed incrementally [20] or several samples with different lengths have to be manufactured [21] in order to
observe this feature. In the present case, the 0-π transition is simply controllable in situ via an electric field.
The physical origin of the quantum ground state control via the electric field Ez is that the total phase shift
picked up by the quasiparticles that constitute the Andreev bound state in silicene is tuned by Ez in a spindependent manner. This can be seen from the form of
the wave vectors kx± . While spin-σ electrons from valley η
are degenerate with −σ electrons from the opposite valley
−η in the absence of an exchange field, this degeneracy is
lifted when hz 6= 0. In this case, any change in the electric field will affect one spin carrier in a way that cannot
be compensated for by switching both the spin and valley
quantum numbers. As a result, the electric field tunes the
spin-dependent phases picked up by the Andreev bound
state quasiparticles traversing the junction, thus triggering a 0-π transition. Changing hz is more effective in
triggering 0-π transitions than altering Ez . The reason
for this is that the phase accumulated by the Andreev
bound state has one contribution of order O(hz /µ) and
a different contribution of order O(hz /µ × m2 /µ2 ), with
m the mass gap tunable by Ez . Since both hz /µ and
m/µ are both small numbers, it takes a larger increase
in Ez to result in a net π addition to the phase, which is
consistent with the phase diagram in Fig. 1(e).
To confirm these 0-π transition findings, we have performed complementary lattice calculations using the Bogoliubov de Gennes (BdG) framework. The advantages
of a real-space lattice approach over continuum calculations are in automatically incorporating the correct
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atomistic boundary conditions, taking interface orientations, intervalley scattering, and edge effects into account, as well as allowing for self-consistent calculations.
Due to computational constraints, lattice calculations
are, however, limited to using relatively small superconducting coherence lengths ξS . Nevertheless, by scaling
spatial dimensions by this quantity, good quantitative
predictions can still be obtained [19, 22, 23]. As appropriate for silicene, we use a tight-binding model on the honeycomb lattice for the normal state Hamiltonian [24, 25],
iλSO
c†iσ cjσ + √
3 3
hi,jiα
X
µ̃i c†iα ciα ,
−

H0 = t

X

X

νij (σz )αβ c†iα cjβ

hhi,jiiαβ

(2)

We find that the most important factor contributing
to the asymmetry of the phase dependence is the choice
of interface. For a ZZ interface the asymmetry is very
prominent, whereas it is always very minor for armchair
(AC) interfaces. The main difference between the two interfaces is in the significant intervalley scattering present
at ZZ interfaces, for which the Dirac cones from the two
valleys project on top of each other. No intervalley scattering is included in the continuum model, as this rendered the problem analytically untractable, which is why
the ϕ0 state does not appear there. In contrast, the
numerical lattice calculations show that the coupling of
the valleys in the ZZ case results in a very notable ϕ0
phase shift of the current-phase relation. This mecha-

iα

hz/t = 0

0.05

-3.65

(F - F0)/t

where c†iσ is the creation operator on site i, t the nearestneighbor hopping parameter, νij = ±1 depending on a
counterclockwise or clockwise turn when hopping from
j to next-nearest-neighbor site i, and µ̃i = µ + λv ζi ,
with ζi = ±1 for the two different sublattices. The
applied exchange
field in the F region is described by
P
HF = − iαβ (hi · σ)αβ c†iα ciβ , allowing for both outof-plane hz and in-plane hk components. Superconductivity is induced by proximity to conventional s-wave
superconducting
contacts and is modeled by the term
P
† †
∆
c
c
H∆ =
i i i↑ i↓ + H.c., where ∆i is calculated selfconsistently using ∆i = −Ui hci↓ ci↑ i [26, 27]. Here the
effective on-site attractive interaction Ui is proximity
induced only in the S regions [28]. Note that a selfconsistent treatment of ∆i is necessary for capturing the
full influence of the silicene electronic structure on the
superconducting state. To establish the superconducting
phase dependence, we fix the phase of ∆i to 0 and ϕ, respectively, in the two S regions. We find the ground state
by calculating the free energy, or the grand thermodynamic potential, difference between the superconducting
F and the normal state F0 for different ϕ [19].
Using the lattice BdG approach we have confirmed the
continuum results, finding a sequence of 0-π transitions
driven by both electric and exchange fields. Surprisingly,
we also find that for zigzag (ZZ) interfaces for the superconducting contacts, a very notable ϕ0 ground state appears with increasing electric fields, as clearly displayed
in Fig. 2. When the electric field is absent, λv = 0, the
free-energy phase dependence is symmetric with respect
to ϕ = 0 (or ϕ = π). Then, with increasing hz the system undergoes a series of 0-π transitions [see Fig. 2(a)],
as expected from the continuum results. However, with
a finite λv , the phase dependence also develops a clear
asymmetry, with a notable component that is odd in ϕ
[see Fig. 2(b)]. Thus, the lowest free energy is achieved
for a phase that is not 0 or π, but an arbitrary value
ϕ0 . Thus, both time-reversal and sublattice symmetry
breaking, by hz and λv , respectively, are necessary for
the appearance of an ϕ0 state [29, 30].
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FIG. 2. Free-energy difference F − F0 as a function of superconducting phase difference ϕ for a SFS junction with
ZZ interfaces with staggering (a) λv /λSO = 0.0 and (b)
λv /λSO = 1.0 for varying exchange field 0.0 ≤ hz /t ≤ 0.2
(F region only). Here, λSO /t = 0.2, µ/t = 0.5, U/t = 2.43
(S regions only, giving ξS /LS ≈ 0.25). Each region is 20 (9)
atoms wide in the AC (ZZ) direction.

nism is different from previous proposals on how to realize ϕ0 -junctions, which include quantum dots [29], as
recently experimentally observed [30], the combination
of Rashba spin-orbit coupling and suitably oriented magnetic fields [31–33], chiral spin configurations [34–36], and
topological insulator surface states [26, 37]. Specifically,
the ϕ0 state in bulk silicene is not only sensitive to interface orientation but is also easily controlled by applying
an electric field.
Beyond intervalley scattering, we find that some asymmetry is also induced by lattice effects on the superconducting order parameter. Particularly, lattice staggering
in the S regions, as well as the inverse proximity effect,
cause asymmetry, effects that are also ignored in the continuum calculations. One measure of the asymmetry is
the magnitude of the odd-ϕ part of the free energy. Removing λv in the S regions and fixing |∆| to a constant
value, with only a constant phase difference ϕ between
the two contacts, eliminates both the staggering effects
on the order parameter and the inverse proximity effect.
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FIG. 3. Probability density of the in-gap BdG eigenvectors
for (a) λv /λSO = 0.0 and (b) λv /λSO = 0.7, with white/green
representing high densities. (c) Energy of the only in-gap
state (solid black) and the second lowest-energy state, corresponding to bulk states (dashed green) vs staggering, with
the red vertical line marking the closing of the edge state gap
in the F region. The SFS junction has ZZ vacuum edges with
proximity-induced superconductivity only in the edge states.
Here, λSO /t = 0.5, µ = 0, U/t = 2.0 (S regions only) with
ϕ = 0, and hk /t = 0.3 (F region only). Each region is 20 (12)
atoms wide in the AC (ZZ) direction.
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This decreases the odd part of the free energy for both
the ZZ and AC interfaces. For the AC interface the odd
part is reduced by an order of magnitude and reaches the
numerical accuracy limit of our calculations. For the ZZ
interface the reduction is less dramatic and asymmetry
is still clearly present [19].
So far we have concentrated on the doped metallic
regime of bulk silicene. Pristine silicene is also very interesting as it is a quantum spin Hall insulator (QSHI),
with a bulk band gap but topologically protected fully
spin-polarized metallic edge states [2, 24, 38]. Here,
we explore if the silicene QSHI edge states harbor zeroenergy Majorana bound states (MBS) at SF interfaces
and especially their dependence on electric field. For
this purpose, we set µ = 0 and the value of U such
that superconductivity is only induced in the metallic
silicene-vacuum edge states. The proximity-induced superconducting edge states form a quasi-one-dimensional
(1D) gapped topological superconductor. This topological state has been shown to host single MBS when interfaced with a F region, both in the continuum limit [39]
and for a prototype honeycomb QSHI with ZZ edges [26].
The requirement for MBS is that the F region exchange
field is not parallel to the spin-quantization axis of the
normal state, otherwise spin-rotation symmetry prevents
single MBS [19]. Here, we find that for AC silicene edge
states, exchange fields in any in-plane direction, necessary for silicene MBS, fail to gap the metallic edge states.
Thus, an SF junction along the AC silicene edge cannot
host MBS, since they will necessarily hybridize with the
metallic states in the F region [19].
Therefore, we only investigate the evolution of MBS at
SF junctions along ZZ edges with increasing staggering
λv . The bulk gap closes in silicene when λv = λSO and
larger staggering gives a trivial insulator [3, 38]. Thus,
we expect that any MBS will be lost at this critical staggering. However, we find that the existence of MBS is
also heavily dependent on the exchange field in the F region. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) illustrate the case of a weak
exchange field in a F region between two S regions, such
that hk < λSO . As staggering λv is increased, the two
MBS sitting on the same edge start hybridizing along
the edge in the F region, with no notable spread into the
bulk. Interestingly, this happens for small enough staggering that silicene is still well within the QSHI phase.
The reason for this is that, while hk opens a mass gap
in the edge states on the ZZ edge, λv acts to decrease
it, eventually closing it. When this happens, any in-gap
states hybridize with the continuum states in the F region and the zero-energy MBS are destroyed, as clearly
depicted in Fig. 3(c). Thus, for weakly ferromagnetic
junctions, the existence of MBS is highly tunable even
with small electric fields.
In contrast, Fig. 4 presents the case for strong exchange
fields, such that hk > λSO . In this case, the edge state
energy gap in the F region does not close before stag-
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but with (a) λv /λSO = 0.0 and (b)
λv /λSO = 1.1, and hk /t = 0.7 (F region only). The bulk
energy state in (c) does not reach zero at the topological phase
transition (red vertical line) due to a finite sized sample.

gering destroys the QSHI state. This leads to the MBS
being preserved until this critical staggering, at which
point the energy gap in the bulk closes, due to the topological phase transition, and the MBS start hybridizing
along the SF interface, across to the other edge of the
finite ribbon, creating a regular electronic quasiparticle
excitation. Remarkably, even though superconductivity
is completely suppressed for λv > λSO , since the edge
states have disappeared and the bulk is insulating, this
electronic state remain at zero energy, as seen in Fig. 4(c).
Two MBS in the superconducting phase thus evolve into
one zero-energy electron quasiparticle state in the non-
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superconducting state, localized along the SF interface
across the ribbon.
In conclusion, we have discovered both 0-π and ϕ0
states in doped bulk silicene SFS junctions, which are
directly controllable by an electric field. We have also
found that the existence of MBS at silicene edges is
strongly dependent on electric field. It is the unique combination of a honeycomb lattice, spin-orbit coupling, and
buckling directly tunable by electric field that results in
this exceptional amount of ground state control in silicene Josephson junctions. By analogy, Josephson junctions in the recently discovered materials germanene and
stanene [25, 40, 41] should display the same properties.
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6
Detailed expression for the Andreev bound state energies

We find the following analytical expression for the Andreev bound state energies:
q
p
C2 (ϕ)]/C3 ∈ [0, ∆0 ],
ε±
=
∆
0 [C1 (ϕ) ±
ησ

(3)

with

C1 = 2(a2 + b2 ) − aB, C2 = b2 (4a2 + 4b2 − B 2 ), C3 = 4(a2 + b2 ).

(4)

Above, we have defined the following quantities:
2
2
2
2
a = 4(q+
+ k+
)(q−
+ k−
) sin(k+ L) sin(k− L) − 16q+ q− k+ k− cos(k+ L) cos(k− L),
2
2
2
2
b = 8(q+
+ k+
)q− k− sin(k+ L) cos(k− L) + 8(q−
+ k−
)q+ k+ cos(k+ L) sin(k− L),

2
2
2
2
c = 64q+ q− k+ k− cos2 (ϕ/2) − 8 sin(k+ L) sin(k− L)(q+
− k+
)(q−
− k−
) − 32q+ q− k+ k− .

Here, L is the length of the junction, while
p
k± = (µ ± σhz )2 − (ησλSO − λv )2 , q± = ±µ + σhz ± (ησλSO − λv ).

(5)

(6)

Lattice calculation details
Phase dependence of the free energy

For the lattice calculations of the phase dependence of the free energy, we consider a silicene SFS heterojunction
on a finite-sized sample, with a relative phase of the superconducting order parameter between the two S regions.
We arrange the SFS junction such that its SF interfaces are along either the ZZ or AC directions of the honeycomb
lattice.
Due to computational limitations, the overall number of atoms can be no larger than approximately 4 × 141. We
choose the sample size to be 20 × (9 + 9 + 9) atomic lines for ZZ-interfaced SFS junctions (i.e. same nine-atomic-line
wide regions for each S and F region), and (20 + 20 + 20) × 9 atomic lines for AC-interfaced junctions. Because the
inter-atomic distances are different for ZZ and AC directions, the actual geometric size of each region is approximately
14.0 × (15.2 + 15.6 + 15.2) units of silicene nearest-neighbor distance in the ZZ junctions, and (14.5 + 15.0 + 14.5) × 14.7
units in the AC junctions. These are the closest dimensions to square regions that can be realized on the honeycomb
lattice, given the constraint on the total number of atoms in the sample.
In order for the superconducting state to reach bulk conductions in the middle of each S region, we need the
superconducting coherence length (ξ = ~ vF /|∆0 |, where ~ vF = 3t a/2) to be around one quarter of the length of
the S region. This results in the superconducting order parameter being relatively large at |∆|/t = 0.41, which is
essentially the only weakness of a lattice BdG approach. But, by scaling all spatial dimensions by the superconducting
coherence length ξS , as we do here, it is still possible to make qualitative as well as quantitative predictions. One
recent instance where it was clearly shown that this lattice BdG method gives very good experimental predictions is
graphene Josephson junctions, where calculated current-phase relations [22] match the experimentally measured data
extremely well [23]. These graphene calculations used a very similar model, method, and system sizes, as the current
study, which validates our study.
For studying the properties of bulk silicene SFS junctions, with their the 0-π transitions and ϕ0 states, we choose
the chemical potential to be in the middle of the energy band, between the Dirac point at µ = 0 and the van
Hove singularity at µ = t, by fixing µ = 0.5 t in the whole sample. In order to be consistent with the size of the
superconducting order in the BdG approach, we also need to scale the spin-orbit coupling, such that both terms reflect
the same relative size of their induced energy gaps, as expected experimentally. For this purpose, we set λSO = 0.2t,
to reflect the same relative sizes. We have also here ignored the much smaller Rashba spin-orbit coupling [3, 25], as
we do not expect it to notably influence our results. With these values, we find that U = 2.43 t is the necessary value
in order to produce the required superconducting bulk system. For the staggering λv , driven by an applied external
electric field, we study three different values λv /λSO = 0. (no staggering), 0.5, and 1.0 (critical staggering resulting
in the topological phase transition in the QSHI phase), although we only report results for the first and third values.
Similarly, we vary the exchange field hz in the F region in the interval 0.0 ≤ hz /t ≤ 0.2, while keeping its direction
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is perpendicular to the plane of the silicene sheet for all phase-dependent free-energy studies. Here z is the good
spin-quantization direction for the spin-orbit coupling.
The self-consistent calculation proceeds by choosing as the initial guess for the superconducting order parameter
the corresponding bulk value in an infinite system, with the phase difference between the two S regions fixed to ϕ.
Then, the superconducting order parameter is reiteratively calculated, until the maximal difference in the magnitude
of the superconducting order parameter at any lattice point of the sample between two successive iterations is smaller
than a predefined tolerance set to 0.5 × 10−4 t. The free energy (or rather the grand thermodynamic potential) is then
calculated for the converged configuration of the superconducting order parameter and compared to the free energy
of the normal state.
Majorana bound states

For the MBS study, we are required to be in the QSHI phase with the chemical potential in the bulk energy gap.
We therefore set µ = 0 throughout the sample, which corresponds to pristine silicene. Then, in order to emphasize
the in-gap states, we exaggerate the bulk gap, due to the spin-orbit coupling, by setting λv = 0.5 t. The Hubbard-U
value in the S regions is set to U = 2.0 t, which is sufficient to induce a stable superconducting gap in the edge states,
but does not render the bulk superconducting, even at the topological phase transition. For these calculations, the
sample size is set to 20 × (12 + 12 + 12) for the ZZ (Main Text Figs. 3, 4) and (36 + 36 + 36) × 8 atomic lines for the
AC interfaces (Supplementary Fig. 8).
⊤

(n) (n)
is an eigenvector of the BdG Hamiltonian
Due to the particle-hole symmetry of the BdG Hamiltonian; if uiσ |viσ
⊤

(n)
(n)
is also an eigenvector corresponding to energy En ≤ 0.
corresponding to an energy En ≥ 0, then (viσ )∗ |(uiσ )∗
P
(n)
(n)
The eigenvector with En > 0 defines a quasiparticle excitation Γ†n = iσ uiσ c†iσ + viσ ciσ , while the particle-hole
symmetric one defines the corresponding annihilation operator Γn . Then, when the energy En = 0, the creation and
annihilation operator define a degenerate excitation, and the linear combinations γ2n−1 = ei αn Γn + e−i αn Γ†n , and
γ2n = i( ei αn Γn − e−i αn Γ†n ), where αn are arbitrary phases that may be absorbed in a re-definition of Γn , satisfy the
Majorana condition:
γa = γa† , {γa , γb } = 2 δab , (a, b = 1, 2, . . . , 2n).
Thus, zero-energy states in a superconductor generally fulfill the Majorana condition. However, unless it is possible
to spatially separate the two zero-energy solutions into two distinct single solutions, these two states just join and
form a regular Bogoliubov (electron-like as compared to Majorana-like) quasiparticle excitation. Technically, a spatial
separation is enabled by breaking the spin-rotation symmetry of the BdG Hamiltonian, which forces each lattice site
to require a four-component Nambu vector. This is exactly the artificial doubling of the electronic degrees of freedom
required for single and spatially-well-separated MBS solutions. For a silicene SFS junction this requires an exchange
field in the F region with an in-plane component hk , since the normal state has a good spin-quantization axis along
the out-of-plane z-axis. Such a SFS junction along a single ZZ silicene edge results in two MBS; one localized at each
SF interface. Since we model silicene nanoribbons, we have two ZZ silicene edges, and, thus, a total of four MBS.
These four zero-energy states are localized at each of the four SF interfaces along the silicene edges, and since all four
combined only comprise two Bogoliubov quasiparticles, they are the condensed matter physics incarnation of four
P
(n)
(n)
Majorana fermions. We here choose to plot n,σ |uiσ |2 + |viσ |2 for all in-gap states , since the MBS are the only
states inside the gap, and this directly displays the location of each MBS. It has the added advantage that, when the
energy of this lowest in-gap state drifts away from zero, we can still follow the spatial distribution, although, it does
not anymore correspond to a MBS excitation, or even a localized excitation of the system. Notably, once two MBS
hybridize either along the edge through the F region, or along the SF interface across the ribbon, they are reduced to
a single electronic-like quasiparticle, regardless if the energy stays at zero or not.
Additional numerical lattice BdG results
Self-consistency effects on the ϕ0 state

Main Text Figure. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 5 display the results of fully self-consistent calculations for SFS
junctions with ZZ and AC interfaces, respectively, with staggering λv present in all regions. As mentioned in the main
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text, the phase asymmetry of the free energy is heavily suppressed in the case of AC interfaces. Although not visible
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FIG. 5. Free-energy difference F −F0 as a function of superconducting phase difference ϕ for an SFS junction with AC interfaces
with staggering (a) λv /λSO = 0.0 and (b) λv /λSO = 1.0 for varying exchange field 0.0 ≤ hz /t ≤ 0.2 (F region only). Here,
λSO /t = 0.2, µ/t = 0.5, U/t = 2.43 (S regions only, giving ξS /LS ≈ 0.25). Each region is 20 (9) atoms wide in the AC (ZZ)
direction. Same figure as Main Text Fig. 2 but for AC interfaces.

for the AC interface in Supplementary Fig. 5, there is, however, still a small part of the free energy that is odd in ϕ
even for AC interfaces, but the maximum value is two orders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding case for
an ZZ interface. The exact values are summarized in Supplementary Table I.
self-consistent
non self-consistent
λv /λSO = 0.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
ZZ
0
1.0 × 10−2
0
8.0 × 10−3
AC 2.8 × 10−4 3.8 × 10−4 4.2 × 10−5 3.4 × 10−5
TABLE I. Maximal values for the odd-ϕ part of the free energy, (F (ϕ) − F (−ϕ))/(2t), for the cases presented in Main Text
Fig. 2, Supplementary Figs. 5–7.

In order to control for the role of λv in the superconducting regions and the inverse proximity effect captured by a
fully self-consistent calculation, both of which are absent in the continuum model, we have also performed additional
restricted calculations. Here we use λv = 0 in the S regions and set |∆| to a fixed magnitude, equal to the selfconsistent value in the bulk, but still with the phase difference fixed to ϕ between the two S regions. Supplementary
Figure 6 displays the result for a non self-consistent calculation with no staggering in the S regions for a ZZ-interfaced
SFS junction. Panel (b) is still clearly asymmetric for finite electric fields, with the maximum values for the odd-ϕ
somewhat reduced, but non-vanishing, see also Supplementary Table I.
Finally, Supplementary Fig. 7 displays the result for a non self-consistent calculation with no staggering in the
S regions for a SFS junction with AC interfaces. Here the odd-ϕ parts are reduced by an order of magnitude [cf.
Supplementary Table I], resulting in values that are clearly below the numerical tolerance of the self-consistency
calculations. The AC case with a non self-consistent superconducting order parameter is the setup most equivalent
with the continuum model, and it also displays the same results as the continuum model.
Lack of MBS for AC edges

In the case of a finite silicene sample with zero or low doping, such that the chemical potential is within the bulk
energy gap, there are topologically protected metallic edge states. A finite in-plane exchange field hk has previously
been shown to open an energy gap in these edge states in a generic continuum model [39] as well as along ZZ edges [26].
However, we find that for AC edges a hk field does not gap the metallic edge states, independent on the in-plane
direction. Therefore, the lowest energy state for a SFS junction along the AC edge is spread through the whole edge
of the F region, not allowing for the existence of zero-energy MBS localized at the SF interfaces, as clearly depicted
in Supplementary Fig. 8.
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FIG. 6. Same figure as in Main text Fig. 2 but with no lattice staggering in the S regions and fixing |∆|/t = 0.41 in the S
regions, without performing a self-consistent calculation.
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FIG. 7. Same figure as in Supplementary Fig. 6 but for AC interfaces.

FIG. 8. Probability density of the in-gap BdG eigenvectors for (a) hk = 0.3 and (b) hk /t = 0.7 (F region only), with white/green
representing high densities. The SFS junction has AC vacuum edges with superconductivity only induced on the edge states.
Here, λSO /t = 0.5, µ = 0, λv /t = 0, and U/t = 2.0 (S regions only) with ϕ = 0. Each region is 36 (8) atoms wide in the AC
(ZZ) direction.

